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We present a one-dimensional scattering theory which enables us to describe a wealth of effects arising from
the coupling of the motional degree of freedom of scatterers to the electromagnetic field. Multiple scattering to
all orders is taken into account. The theory is applied to describe the scheme of a Fabry-Perot resonator with
one of its mirrors moving. The friction force, as well as the diffusion, acting on the moving mirror is derived.
In the limit of a small reflection coefficient, the same model provides for the description of the mechanical
effect of light on an atom moving in front of a mirror.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of light forces to manipulate mechanical motion
has been extended by now from the translational motion of
single atoms �1,2� to the motional modes of massive systems,
such as the oscillations of a micromechanical mirror �3–5�.
The theoretical approach to describing the mechanical effect
of light on the center-of-mass motion of atoms is completely
distinct from the models dealing with vibrating optical reso-
nators. In the first case, theories are based on the assumption
that atoms are very weak scatterers in free space, negligibly
perturbing the impinging bright laser beams �6�. In the other
case, the influence of the moving massive component on the
radiation field is so strong that it is considered a �moving�
boundary condition defining a single or a few modes of the
field participating in the optomechanical coupling �7,8�. This
is clearly the case for a Fabry-Perot-type resonator with one
of its mirrors moving �9–11�. We argue that these two cases
can be dealt with as two extremes of a general system that
can be described in a unified theoretical framework.

In this paper we develop and present a scattering theory
for optomechanically coupled systems, allowing for the effi-
cient description of the motion of arbitrary combinations of
atoms and mirrors interacting through the radiation field. We
will restrict the model to one-dimensional motion and small
velocities. The main building block is the beam splitter �BS�
transfer matrix �12,13�, i.e., the local relation between light
field amplitudes at the two sides of a scatterer. We will cal-
culate the radiation force acting on a moving scatterer up to
linear order in the velocity. The model is completed by in-
cluding the quantum fluctuations of the radiation force which
stem from the quantized nature of the field. We will deter-
mine the momentum-diffusion coefficient corresponding to
the minimum quantum noise level.

The system we will consider in some detail is composed
of two mirrors; one of them is fixed in space, while the other
one is mobile. This is the generic scheme for radiation-

pressure cooling of moving mirrors �14–16�. At the same
time, in the limit of low reflection the moving mirror can
equally well represent a single atomic dipole interacting with
its mirror image in front of a highly reflecting surface
�17–19�. The scattering model description of this example
gives a clear recipe for generalizing the method to more
complex systems.

II. MODEL

Consider a pointlike scatterer, BS, moving along the “x”
axis on the trajectory xBS�t�. Outside the scatterer, the electric
field E can be expressed in terms of a discrete sum of left-
and right-propagating plane-wave modes with different wave
numbers k and hence different frequencies �=kc:

E = � �
k

�A�k�e−ikx−i�t + B�k�eikx−i�t� + c.c.

�
k

�C�k�e−ikx−i�t + D�k�eikx−i�t� + c.c.,� �1�

where A�k� and B�k� are the mode amplitudes on the left
side, with x�xBS�t�, while C�k� and D�k� are the amplitudes
on the right side, with x�xBS�t�, of BS. This is a simplifying
assumption and all our results also hold for a continuum of
field modes. In accordance, the magnetic field is �20�

cB = ��
k

�− A�k�e−ikx−i�t + B�k�eikx−i�t� + c.c.

�
k

�− C�k�e−ikx−i�t + D�k�eikx−i�t� + c.c.� �2�

As depicted schematically in Fig. 1, the scatterer mixes these
waves. Our first goal is the derivation of the transverse ma-
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FIG. 1. The four different modes that interact through a point-
like beam splitter in one dimension �1D�.
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trix M connecting the field amplitudes on the right side to
those on the left side of a beam splitter moving at a fixed
velocity v. This relation is well known �12� for an immobile
scatterer. Therefore, let us first transform the electromagnetic
field into a frame moving with the instantaneous velocity v
of BS.

A. Transfer matrix for an immobile beam splitter

In the frame comoving with BS, the interaction of the
field with the scatterer at x�=0 can be characterized by the
single parameter � by means of the one-dimensional wave
equation �12,20�,

��x�
2 −

1

c2�t�
2 	E��x�,t�� =

2

kc2���x���t�
2 E��x�,t�� .

The electric field can be considered in a modal decomposi-
tion similar to Eq. �1�. Since a fixed beam splitter couples
only the plane waves with identical frequency and wave
number, the stationary scattering can be fully described
within the closed set of modes

E��x�,t�� = 
A�e−ikx�−i�t� + B�eikx�−i�t� + c.c., x� � 0

C�e−ikx�−i�t� + D�eikx�−i�t� + c.c., x� � 0,
�

where the index k has been dropped. A linear relation be-
tween the field amplitudes on the right of the scatterer and
those on the left can be derived from the wave equation,

�C�

D�
	 = M0�A�

B�
	 , �3�

with

M0 = �1 − i� − i�

i� 1 + i�
 =

1

t
�1 − r

r t2 − r2 . �4�

In the second form of the transfer matrix M0, we expressed it
in terms of the reflectivity r and transmissivity t of the beam
splitter. This latter form is more convenient for describing
moving mirrors, while for atoms the scattering strength pa-
rameter � can be readily expressed in terms of the polariz-
ability �12�,

� =
��

�0	S
,

where � is the linear polarizability and S is the effective
beam cross section. For a two-level unsaturated atom with
transition frequency �A and linewidth 
 �half-width at half
maximum �HWHM��, for example,

� =
�A

2S




�A − � − i

, �5�

where �A= 3	2

2� is the resonant radiative cross section of an
atom. In this case the transfer matrix depends on the wave
number k, which might lead to essential effects, e.g., Doppler
cooling, close to resonance with the atom �see Sec. II E�.

B. Transfer matrix for a moving beam splitter

The transformation back into the laboratory-fixed frame
involves the change of the coordinates, x�=x−vt and t�= t,
and the Lorentz boost of the electric field up to linear order
in v /c ��20�, Sec. 11.10�:

E = E� + vB�,

where we assumed that E and E� are polarized in the “y”
direction, B and B� are polarized in the “z” direction, and the
velocity is along the x axis. The electric field in the labora-
tory frame becomes

E�x,t� = �
k�

A��k��e−ik��x−vt�−i��t + B��k��eik��x−vt�−i��t

−
v
c

�A��k��e−ik��x−vt�−i��t − B��k��eik��x−vt�−i��t��
+ c.c.

= �
k
�1 −

v
c
	A��k +

kv
c
	e−ik�1+v/c�x−i�t

+ �1 +
v
c
	B��k −

kv
c
	eik�1−v/c�x−i�t,

which can be expressed as a linear transformation L̂�v� of the
amplitudes,

�A�k�
B�k�

	 = L̂�− v��A��k�
B��k�

	 ,

with

L̂�v� = ��1 +
v
c
	P̂−v 0

0 �1 −
v
c
	P̂v

� .

This construction is explored further in Appendix A. Here

we defined the operator P̂v : f�k�� f�k+k v
c �, which represents

the Doppler shift of the plane waves in a moving frame.

Obviously, L̂−1�v�= L̂�−v� to first order in v
c . The total action

of the moving BS,

�C�k�
D�k�

	 = M̂�A�k�
B�k�

	 , �6�

can then be obtained from

M̂ = L̂�− v�M0L̂�v� =
1

t � 1 − �1 − 2
v
c
	rP̂2v

�1 + 2
v
c
	rP̂−2v t2 − r2 � ,

�7�

where we have assumed that r and t do not depend on the
wave number.

Compared to M0 in Eq. �4�, the difference lies in the
off-diagonal terms, including the Doppler shift imposed by
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the reflection on a moving mirror. In other words, the
coupled counterpropagating plane-wave modes differ in
wave numbers; i.e., k�1+ v

c � right-propagating waves couple
to −k�1− v

c � left-propagating waves. Furthermore, if the po-
larizability itself depends on the wave number k, e.g., as in
Eq. �5�, the Doppler-shift operator acts also on it. To make

this effect explicit, to linear order in v
c , M̂ can be written as

� 1 − i� − i
v
c

�
��

��
− i��1 −

v
c
�2 −

�

�

��

��
	P̂2v

i��1 +
v
c
�2 −

�

�

��

��
	P̂−2v 1 + i� − i

v
c

�
��

��
� .

The transfer matrix in the laboratory frame can thus be con-
ceived as a 2�2 supermatrix acting also in the k space. The
amplitude C at a given wave number k, i.e., C�k�, is com-
bined with the amplitudes A�k� and B�k+2k v

c �. A similar
statement holds for D�k�.

Starting from the knowledge of the incoming field ampli-
tudes, this transfer matrix allows for calculation of the total
electromagnetic field around a beam splitter moving with a
fixed velocity. In the next step, we derive the force on the
moving scatterer through the Maxwell stress tensor.

C. Force on a medium in an electromagnetic field

The Maxwell stress tensor �see �20�, Sec. 6.7� is defined,
for a homogeneous medium in one dimension x, as

T = −
�0

2
��E�2 + c2�B�2� ,

where the electric field E and the magnetic field B �Eqs. �1�
and �2�� have no components along x. It is trivial, then, to see
that after applying the rotating-wave approximation, we ob-
tain

Txx = − 2�0���
k

A�k�e−ikx−i�t�2
+ ��

k

B�k�eikx−i�t�2 ,

since the cross terms in �E�2 and �B�2 have opposite signs.
Note that T varies on time scales on the order of the optical
period. Let us now introduce a characteristic time , over
which the variations in T will be averaged. At x=0,

1


�

0

 ��
k

A�k�e−i�t�2
dt = �

k

�A�k��2 + �
i�j

1


�

0



A�ki�

��A�kj���e−i��i−�j�tdt

� �
k

�A�k��2 + �
i�j

A�ki��A�kj���

= ��
k

A�k��2
.

In the approximation we assumed that the frequency band-
width of the excited modes, �=max��i−� j�, around the cen-
tral frequency �0, is so narrow that ��2�. Since the
broadening is due to the Doppler shift ��2�0

v
c , where v is

the speed of the beam splitter. For example, taking v to be
the typical speed of atoms in a magneto-optical trap, we

require �� / ��0
v
c ��10−4 s. The time needed to reach the

stationary regime of scattering is typically much shorter and
thus this condition imposed on the averaging time  can be
safely fulfilled.

The force on the medium is given by the surface integral
of T on the surface, S, of a fictitious volume V=S�l enclos-
ing the medium, where S is the mode area and �l is the
infinitesimal length of the volume along the x axis. Then, this
force is given by

F = �
S

TxxnxdS = S�Txx�x → 0+� − Txx�x → 0−�� , �8�

where nx=sgn�x� is the normal to S. Substituting the relevant
expressions for T into the preceding formula gives

F =
��

c
��A�2 + �B�2 − �C�2 − �D�2� , �9�

where A= ��� /2S�0c�−1/2�kA�k� is the photocurrent ampli-
tude, and similarly for B, C, and D, their modulus square
giving the number of photons crossing a unit surface per unit
time. Although we considered first the electric field com-
posed of independent modes, in the force expression only the
sums of the mode amplitudes occur.

D. Quantum fluctuations of the force

In the previous subsection the force was derived based on
the assumption that the field amplitudes are c numbers. In
order to describe the inherent quantum fluctuations of the
force, we need to resort to the quantum theory of fields and

represent the mode amplitudes by operators: A�k�→ Â�k�. To
leading order the fluctuations of the force acting on a beam
splitter amount to a momentum-diffusion process �21,22�.
The diffusion coefficient will be evaluated in the following
in the minimum quantum noise limit, which occurs in the
case of coherent-state fields �23�.

The diffusion coefficient can be deduced from the second-
order correlation function of the force operator �24,25�,

�F̂�t�F̂�t��� − �F̂�t��2 = D�t���t − t�� . �10�

The evaluation of this quantum correlation is system specific.
Quantum correlations, i.e., the operator algebra of the mode

amplitudes Â�k�, B̂�k�, Ĉ�k�, and D̂�k�, are influenced by
multiple scattering and thus depend on the total transfer ma-
trix of the entire system. The simplest case is a single beam

splitter where the “input” modes B̂�k� and Ĉ�k� have inde-
pendent fluctuations. The calculation, delegated to Appendix
B, includes all the steps needed for the treatment of a general
system. The diffusion coefficient for a single beam splitter is
obtained as

D = ��k�2��A�2 + �B�2 + �C�2 + �D�2 + 2 Re�rA�B − tA�C�

+ 2 Re�rD�C − tD�B�� , �11�

where A ,B ,C ,D are the photocurrent amplitudes �their
modulus square is in the units of 1/s�, obeying Eq. �6� for
v=0.
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As an example, let us consider the diffusion coefficient
for a two-level atom illuminated by counterpropagating
monochromatic light waves. Using the polarizability �, the
transmission and reflection coefficients can be expressed as
t=1 / �1− i�� and r= i� / �1− i��, respectively �see Eq. �4��.
Equation �11� can then be rewritten in the form

D = ��k�2� 2 Im���
�1 − i��2

�B − C�2 +
4���2

�1 − i��2
��B�2 + �C�2� ,

�12�

where the first term, apart from the factor of �1− i��2, corre-
sponds to the result well known from laser-cooling theory, as
shown in the next section. Note that the diffusion process
due to the recoil accompanying the spontaneous emission of
a photon �see �25�� is missing from this result—the detailed
modeling of absorption, i.e., scattering photons into the
three-dimensional space, is not included in our approach.

E. Example: Force on a moving beam splitter

We will now use Eq. �9� to derive a general expression for
the force on a moving beam splitter illuminated by two coun-
terpropagating monochromatic plane waves with amplitudes
B0 and C0. In using Eq. �6� to express the outgoing field
modes in terms of the incoming ones, we note that the out-
going amplitudes comprise two monochromatic terms each:

A =

i��1 −
v
c
�2 −

�

�

��

��
	B0 + C0

1 − i��1 +
v
c

�

�

��

��
	 ,

and

D =
�1 − 2i

v
c

�
��

��
	B0 + i��1 +

v
c
�2 −

�

�

��

��
	C0

1 − i��1 +
v
c

�

�

��

��
	 .

These relations are substituted into Eq. �9�, giving

F = 
2
��

c
/�1 − i��1 +

v
c

�

�

��

��
	�2�

�
�Im��� + ���2 +
1

2

v
c

�
� ���2

��
	��B0�2 − �C0�2�

−
v
c
��

� Im���
��

−
1

2
�

� ���2

��
+ 2���2	��B0�2 + �C0�2�

+ 2�v
c

� Im
�� ��

��
� − Re���	Im�B0C0

��

+ 2
v
c
�2 Im��� − �

� Im���
��

+
1

2
�

� ���2

��
	Re�B0C0

��� .

�13�

For v=0 this result reduces to the one in �13�. Most of the
v-dependent terms arise from the frequency dependence of

the polarizability. These are the dominant terms in the case
of a quasiresonant excitation of a resonant scatterer, such as
a two-level atom, since the prefactor �

�
��
�� � �


 expresses reso-
nant enhancement. The v-dependent terms linear in the po-
larizability � are in perfect agreement with the friction forces
known from standard laser-cooling theory, both for propagat-
ing waves and for standing waves. For example, assuming
identical laser powers from the two sides, giving a standing
wave with wave number k0, and averaging spatially gives

F = − 4�k0
2�B0�2Im
 ��

��
�v , �14�

for small ��� and to first order in v
c , which can be immediately

recognized as the friction force in ordinary Doppler cooling
�6� when one uses the definition of � in Eq. �5�. Finally, by
making similar substitutions into Eq. �12�, we obtain

D = 8��k0�2Im����B0�2sin2�k0x� , �15�

which, excluding the diffusion effects due to spontaneous
emission, matches the standard result in �25�. Note, however,
that the scattering theory leads to a more general result which
is represented by the terms of higher order in �. These terms
describe the backaction of the scatterer on the field, an effect
neglected in free-space laser-cooling theory.

The general result in Eq. �13� reveals that this velocity-
dependent force also acts on a scatterer whose polarizability
is independent of the frequency. This is a very general class
and we will only focus on such scatterers in the following.

III. GENERAL SYSTEM OF A FIXED AND A MOBILE
SCATTERER

Consider the model in Fig. 2, where the scatterer, or
“atom,” has a polarizability � uniform over the frequency
range of interest. Letting Ma, Mp, and Mm be the transfer
matrices for the atom, propagation, and mirror, respectively,
we obtain the relation

�A�k�
B�k�

	 = MaMpMm�C�k�
D�k�

	 ,

where

FIG. 2. Physical parameters of our model. A, B, etc., represent
the field mode amplitudes.
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Ma = � 1 + i� i��1 − 2
v
c
	P̂2v

− i��1 + 2
v
c
	P̂−2v 1 − i� �

= � M11 M12P̂2v

M21P̂−2v M22
 ,

Mp = �eikd 0

0 e−ikd, Mm =
1

t
�t2 − r2 r

− r 1
 .

The distance between the atom and the mirror is denoted by
d. Note that the free-propagation transfer matrix Mp is non-
uniform in the k space, and therefore the Doppler shift has an
influence on the phase shift accumulated between two scat-
tering events.

The boundary condition is set as follows. Since there is no
incoming field from the right, C�k�=0 for all k. The incom-
ing field from the left is assumed to be monochromatic,
B�k�=B��k−k0�, with k0 being the pump wave number. The
resulting field comprises modes with wave numbers in a nar-
row region around k0. In the laboratory frame the field mode
A�k� interacts with B�k+2k v

c � and C��k� through the Doppler
shift, and similarly for D��k�. From C�k�=0 it directly fol-
lows that

A�k� = �rM11e
ikd + M12P̂2ve−ikd�

��rM21P̂−2veikd + M22e
−ikd�−1B�k�

=
1

M22
�rM11e

ikd + M12P̂2ve−ikd�eikd

��
n=0

� �− r
M21

M22
	n

e2inkd�1−�n+1��v/c��B�k − 2nk
v
c
	 .

�16�

We will need the sum of amplitudes, A=�A�k�dk /B, defined
relative to the incoming amplitude B=�B�k�dk. Note that

�P̂vf�k�dk=�f�k�dk. Thus, to first order in v
c ,

A =
M12

M22
+ �M12

M22
−

M11

M21
	

��
n=1

� �− r
M21

M22
	n�1 + 2in�n − 1�k0d

v
c
e2ink0d. �17�

It is worth introducing the reference point at a distance
L=2N� /k0 from the fixed mirror, where the integer N is such
that the moving atom’s position x is within a wavelength of
this reference point. Then the atom-mirror distance can be
replaced by d=L−x, and k0L drops from all the trigonomet-
ric functions. The solution, Eq. �17�, has a clear physical
meaning, in that the reflected field A can be decomposed
into an interfering sum of fields: the first term is the reflec-
tion direct from the atom, whereas the summation is over the
electric field undergoing successive atom-mirror round-trips.
We can also write the preceding expression in closed form:

A =
1

1 − i�

i� + r

e−2ik0x

1 − i� − ri�e−2ik0x

− 2i
v
c

��1 −
r2e−4ik0x

�1 − i� − ri�e−2ik0x�2

− 2ik0�L − x�
r2�1 − i��e−4ik0x

�1 − i� − ri�e−2ik0x�3� . �18�

This result is valid for arbitrary �. The main virtue of our
approach is clearly seen, in that we can smoothly move from
�=0, which indicates the absence of the mobile scatterer, to
���→�, which corresponds to a perfectly reflecting mirror,
i.e., a moving boundary condition.

Let us outline some of the generic features of the above
calculation that would be encountered in a general configu-
ration of scatterers. By using the formal Doppler-shift opera-
tors, we benefit from the transfer-matrix method in keeping
the description of the system as a whole within 2�2 matri-
ces. The input-output relation for the total system is always
obtained in a form similar to that of Eq. �16�. As long as the
Doppler broadening is well below the transient time broad-
ening of the system, the calculation of forces and diffusion
requires solely the sum of the mode amplitudes. An impor-
tant point is that the integrated action of the Doppler-shift

operator P̂v on monochromatic fields is a shift in k space.
Therefore, by interchanging the order of terms and putting

the P̂v terms just to the left of the input field amplitudes, they
can be eliminated, such as in Eq. �17�. Finally, up to first
order in v /c, the resulting power series, a trace of multiple
reflections, can be evaluated in a closed form, as shown in
Eq. �18�. In conclusion, the illustrated method lends itself for
the description of more complex schemes, for example, the
cooling of a moving partially reflective mirror in a high-
finesse Fabry-Perot resonator �26�.

A. Force acting on the mobile scatterer

To obtain the force on the moving scatterer, we also need
to evaluate C��k� and D��k�:

�C��k�
D��k�

	 = � 1 − i� − i��1 − 2
v
c
	P̂2v

i��1 + 2
v
c
	P̂2v

−1 1 + i� ��A�k�
B�k�

	 ,

�19�

where we applied the inverse of the transfer matrix Ma. Next,
we make the definitions

A = �A�2, B = �B�2,

C =
1

B
�� C��k�dk�2

, D =
1

B
�� D��k�dk�2

,

and a simple calculation leads to
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C = �1 − i��2A + �i��1 − 2
v
c
	�2

+ 2 Re
i���1 − i���1 − 2
v
c
	A� ,

D = �i��1 + 2
v
c
	�2

A + �1 + i��2

+ 2 Re
i��1 + i����1 + 2
v
c
	A� .

Thereby the force acting on the scatterer is obtained as

F = ���

c
	B�A + 1 − C − D�

= − 2�k0B
����2�1 + 2
v
c
	 + Im���A + ���2�1 − 2

v
c
	

− Im��� + 2 Re�i��1 − i��A�� , �20�

where A has to be substituted from Eq. �18�. The coefficient
of the term linear in velocity, the “friction coefficient” �, is
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the position x in a half-
wavelength range for various values of �. When varying the
coupling strength from �=0.01 up to �=1, the friction coef-
ficient transforms between two characteristic regimes. For
small coupling the linear velocity dependence tends to a
simple sinusoidal function, while for large coupling, the fric-
tion exhibits a pronounced resonance in a narrow range. This
resonance arises from the increased number of reflections
between the mobile scatterer and the fixed mirror. It can be
observed that the resonance shifts toward k0x=� on increas-
ing �. In the opposite limit of small �, the maximum friction
is obtained periodically at �n− 1

4 �� /2 according to the sinu-
soidal function. The position of the maximum friction is plot-
ted in Fig. 4�a�, showing the transition from 7� /8 to �. The
maximum friction force is plotted in Fig. 4�b�, showing the
two limiting cases of �2 behavior, in the limit of small �, and
�6 behavior, in the limit of large �. These two cases are
described in Secs. IV and V, respectively.

B. Diffusion coefficient

The calculation of the diffusion coefficient proceeds along
the same lines as that corresponding to a single beam splitter,
shown in Appendix B. The difference is that the modes B�k�
and C��k� around the mobile scatterer are not independent,
for the reflection at the fixed mirror mixes them. Therefore,
all the modes A, B, C�, and D� have to be expressed in terms
of the leftmost and rightmost incoming modes, B�k� and
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The position dependence of the linear
coefficient of the velocity-dependent force acting on the mobile
scatterer in Fig. 2, for various scattering parameters �, evaluated by
using Eqs. �18� and �20� with k0L=100. The fixed mirror is as-
sumed to be a perfect mirror. In order to fit all the curves into the
same range, they are divided by the factors indicated in the figure.
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FIG. 4. �a� The position of the maximum friction force k0xm as a function of the dimensionless scattering parameter � �on a semiloga-
rithmic scale� acting on the scatterer in Fig. 2, with the fixed mirror being a perfect mirror. This position shifts from 7� /8 to � on increasing
�. �b� A similar plot, showing the maximum friction force as a function of � �on a log-log scale� with k0L=100. In the limit of small �, the
force scales as �2 �cf. Eq. �25�; dashed line�, whereas in the limit of large � it scales as �6 �cf. Eq. �27�; dotted line�.
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C�k�, respectively. Instead of the derivation of such a general
result for the diffusion, here we will restrict ourselves to the
special case of r=−1 �⇔ perfect mirror� and real � �⇔ no
absorption in the moving mirror�. In this special case the
diffusion calculation simplifies a lot, because �i� the perfect
mirror prevents the modes C from penetrating into the inter-
action region, and �ii� quantum noise accompanying absorp-
tion does not intrude in the motion of the scatterer.

Only the modes B̂�k� impart independent quantum fluc-
tuations. When all the amplitudes around the scatterer are

expressed in terms of B̂�k�, and are inserted into the force
correlation function given in Eq. �10�, the commutator

�b̂�t� , b̂†�t��� appears in all the terms �see Appendix B�.
Straightforward algebra leads to

D = �2k0
2B�A + 1 − C − D�2. �21�

We emphasize that the above result is not general: the diffu-
sion is not necessarily proportional to the square of the force.
This simple relation here follows from the assumptions r=
−1 and Im���=0 declared above.

To be consistent with the calculation of the friction force
linear in velocity, the diffusion should be evaluated only for
v=0. From the ratio of these two coefficients, the steady-
state temperature can be deduced. The velocity-independent
components of the modes obey the following relations: A
=1 and C�=D� �all incoming power is reflected�. Therefore
the diffusion coefficient further simplifies,

D = 4�2k0
2B�1 −

1

�1 − i� + i�e−2ik0x�2	
2

. �22�

In Fig. 5, the temperature kBT=D /2�, where � is the friction
coefficient, is plotted as a function of the scattering param-
eter �. The friction and the diffusion coefficients are taken at
the position where the friction is maximum, as shown in Fig.
4�a�. The two limits of small and large scattering parameter �

will be analyzed in Secs. IV and V, respectively.

IV. ATOM IN FRONT OF A PERFECT MIRROR

An atom pumped with a far off-resonance beam can be
modeled as a moving mirror with small and real �. In this
section we accordingly truncate our expressions to second
order in �. We also assume that the fixed mirror is perfect;
i.e., r=−1 and t=0. Thus,

F = 2�k0B
2� Im�A� − 2�2 Re�A�

− �2�1 +
v
c
	A − �2�1 −

v
c
	� . �23�

To obtain F to second order in �, we need A to first order.
Using Eqs. �17� and �23�, we obtain

A = − e−2ik0x + ��i − 2ie−2ik0x + ie−4ik0x�

+ �
v
c

�− 2i + 2ie−4ik0x − 4k0�L − x�e−4ik0x� , �24�

and

F = 4�k0B�� sin�2k0x� − �2�2 sin2�k0x��4 cos2�k0x� − 1��

− �2v
c

�4 sin2�2k0x� − 4k0�L − x�sin�4k0x��	 , �25�

in agreement with �19�. In the far field �x�	�, the dominant
friction term in the preceding expression is the last term,
which renders the sin�4k0x� position dependence shown in
Fig. 3 for �=0.01.

We are now in a position to derive the diffusion coeffi-
cient for this system. By substituting Eq. �24� into Eq. �21�
and setting v=0, we obtain

D = 8��k0�2�2B .

This allows us to estimate the equilibrium temperature for
such a system at a position of maximum friction:

kBT �
�

2
, where  =

2�L − x�
c

, �26�

which we note is identical in form to the Doppler tempera-
ture for a two-level atom undergoing free-space laser cooling
�6�, but where we have replaced the upper state lifetime,
1 /2
, by the round-trip time delay between the atom and the
mirror. Note that this temperature corresponds to the constant
value presented in Fig. 5 for ��0.1.

V. OPTICAL RESONATOR WITH MOBILE MIRROR

After the small-polarizability case of the previous section,
we will now consider the ���→� limit. We again assume that
the fixed mirror of the resonator is perfect, with r=−1, and
that C=0. For simplicity, we assume that the moving mirror
has a real polarizability. We expand the field mode ampli-
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FIG. 5. Characteristic temperature for the two-scatterer system
of Fig. 2, given by the ratio of the diffusion and friction coefficients
in the points where the friction is maximum, as a function of the
dimensionless scattering parameter � on a log-log scale. Constant
and 1 /�2 dependence can be read off in the limits of small and large
�, respectively. The fixed mirror is a perfect mirror.
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tudes as power series in v /c, such that A=A0+ v
cA1+¯, and

similarly for C�.
Let us first calculate the field in the resonator for v=0. It

follows from Eq. �19� that

C0� = �1 − i��A0 − i� = −
e−2i�

1 − i� + i�e−2i� ,

with �=k0d, which has a maximum at �0 obeying

tan�2�0� = −
1

�
.

In the limit of �→�, the resonance is Lorentzian,

C0� = −
e−2i�

2i�1 − i����� − �0� − i
1

4�2 ,

with a width of 1 /4�2.
The perfect mirror reflects the total power incoming from

the left, B. Moreover, for real �, there is no absorption in the
moving mirror, so the outgoing intensity has to be equal to
the incoming one: A=1. This is true if v=0; for v�0, the
field can do work on the mirror. The expansion of the back-
reflected intensity to linear order in velocity reads A=1
+2 v

c Re�A0
�A1�. Extracting the velocity-dependent terms for

the general form of the force in Eq. �20�, it reduces to

F1 =
v
c

4�k0B� Im�A1/�1 + i� − i�e2i��� ,

which, after some algebra, leads to

F1 = −
1

2

v
c

�k0
2L

�� − �0�

�4�� 1

4�2	2

+ �� − �0�23B . �27�

On substituting �=c /4L�2, �C=−c��−�0� /L, �2 /2�=B,
and G=c2k0

2 /L2, the friction force reduces to that derived
from the usual radiation-pressure Hamiltonian in Appendix
C.

Expressing the field modes interacting with the mobile
mirror in terms of the input field mode and performing a
calculation similar to that leading to Eq. �11� readily gives

D � 4��k0�2�C0��
4B �

��k0�2B

4�4�� 1

4�2	2

+ �� − �0�22 .

The resulting temperature thereby attains a minimum at
4�2��−�0�=1, i.e., �C=−�, in analogy with free-space Dop-
pler cooling, at which point we have

kBT �
�c

8�2L
=

1

2
�� . �28�

Again, this asymptotic behavior is reflected in Fig. 5 for
large �. We note the similarity of the preceding expression
with the temperature of an atom cooled in a cavity, in the
good cavity limit �27�. We conjecture that this is due to the
fact that both systems can be considered to involve the cou-

pling of a laser with a system having a decay rate �. This
result also holds for the case of an atom undergoing mirror-
mediated cooling, as can be seen in Eq. �26�.

It is also important to note that the above discussion only
treats the effects of the light fields on the scatterer. As such,
the temperature limit �Eq. �28�� is intrinsic to the light forces,
and the mechanical damping and heating processes present
in a real macroscopic mirror-cooling setup are not taken into
account. In practice, these heating processes may dominate
over the heating induced by the quantum noise in the light
field �28,29�. In such cases, radiation-pressure cooling is a
possible means to lower the equilibrium temperature owing
to the additional optical damping process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a powerful extension of an existing
theoretical framework to analyze the interaction between
light and matter. The theory we presented is based on the
transfer-matrix method for dealing with the interaction be-
tween scatterers and a light field, and is therefore able to
handle complex optical systems, made from several ele-
ments, with relative ease. Through the use of the Maxwell
stress tensor one can calculate the force acting on any of the
elements in the system. We have generalized the transfer
matrix for slowly moving scatterers. Thereby the corrections
first order in v /c can be calculated for the electromagnetic
field as well as for the radiation force acting on the scatterer.
Furthermore, one can express this force in terms of the op-
erators representing the quantized field modes interacting
with the scatterer and consequently derive the momentum
diffusion of the scatterer due to the quantum noise present in
the fields. Our scattering theory can also transparently cover
the whole range of interaction strengths, from the perturba-
tive interaction between a weak standing wave and a single
atom to the very strong �quasi-boundary-condition� interac-
tion between a pump light field and a Fabry-Perot cavity
with a moving mirror.

We also applied this framework to three different laser-
cooling configurations: optical molasses, mirror-mediated
cooling, and cooling of micromirrors. We derived the forces
on an atom arising from its interaction with the light field, as
well as an estimate of the equilibrium temperature an en-
semble of atoms is expected to reach through this interaction.
In the case of optical molasses, which corresponds to the
well-known Doppler temperature limit, the theory provides
for additional force and diffusion terms related to the effect
of the backaction of the atom on the radiation field. Although
for single atoms in free space this backaction is feeble, it is
responsible for the modification of equilibrium properties
�30,31� and for collective effects in large optical lattices �32�.
In the latter cases of a moving scatterer in front of a fixed
mirror, our results are valid for arbitrary scattering strength,
i.e., spanning the parameter range from a single atom to
high-reflectivity mirror.
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APPENDIX A: THE DOPPLER-SHIFT OPERATOR

Consider the situation in Fig. 6, in the laboratory frame,
where S is a scatterer and suppose that B and C are known.
A�k� has contributions arising from both B�k+2k v

c � and C�k�,
where k is any arbitrary wave number, written separately as

AB�k� = a1B�k + 2k
v
c
	

and

AC�k� = a2C�k� .

We can therefore express A�k� as

A�k� = a1B�k + 2k
v
c
	 + a2C�k� .

Defining P̂v by P̂v : f�k�� f�k+k v
c �, we have

A�k� = P̂2va1B�k� + a2C�k� .

A similar expression, involving P̂v
−1= P̂−v, holds for D�k�.

These two operators can then be introduced into Eq. �3� as
part of the Lorentz transformation, and thus into the transfer
matrix for the moving scatterer, giving rise to the form
shown in Eq. �7�. The resulting transformation, for the trans-
fer matrix M, of a scatterer moving with velocity v can be
written as

��1 −
v
c
	P̂v 0

0 �1 +
v
c
	P̂v

−1�M��1 +
v
c
	P̂v

−1 0

0 �1 −
v
c
	P̂v

� ,

to first order in v
c , where the ordering of the elements of M is

as described in the text. Note that this relation is general, in
the sense that the elements of M can depend on k �see Sec.
II E�.

For any finite v, P̂v is trivially a bounded operator, having
unit norm. This property follows from the important relation

�P̂v
mf�k�dk=�f�k�dk, for any function f�k� and any integer m.
This operation can be generalized to n=2,3 dimensions.

We define a new operator by Ŝi�v� : f�k�� f�k+ki
vi

c ei�, where

ei is the unit vector along the ith coordinate axis, v is the
velocity vector of the scatterer, and x= �x1 ,x2 , . . .� for any

vector x. In particular, we have P̂v= Ŝ1�ve1�. Now, let L̂�v�
be the 2n�2n matrix operator:

�
�1 +

v1

c
	Ŝ1

−1�v� 0 0 ¯

0 �1 −
v1

c
	Ŝ1�v� 0 ¯

0 0 �1 +
v2

c
	Ŝ2

−1�v� ¯

] ] ] �

� .

Then, the transfer matrix for the scatterer moving with ve-
locity v is given by

L̂�− v�ML̂�v� ,

where M is the original transfer matrix for the scatterer, ob-
tained in a manner such as that used to obtain Eq. �4�, for
example. The ordering of the elements of M is such that it
acts on the vector (A1�k� ,B1�k� ,A2�k� , . . .):

�
C1�k�
D1�k�
C2�k�
]

� = L̂�− v�ML̂�v��
A1�k�
B1�k�
A2�k�
]

� ,

with Ai�k� as the outgoing mode and Bi�k� as the incoming
mode along the ith axis in the negative half space �assuming
that the scatterer is at the origin�, and Ci�k� as the incoming
mode and Di�k� as the outgoing mode in the positive half
space.

APPENDIX B: QUANTUM CORRELATION FUNCTION
OF THE FORCE OPERATOR

In quantum theory, we need to replace the mode ampli-

tudes A�k� by operators Â�k�, and similarly for the B, C, and
D modes. The cross correlation of these operators is not
trivial because of the boundary condition connecting the
mode amplitudes A�k�, B�k�, C�k�, and D�k�. The input

modes Ĉ�k� and B̂�k� can be considered independent, and the
commutator is nonvanishing for the creation and annihilation
operators of the same mode, e.g.,

�B̂�k�,B̂†�k��� = �Ĉ�k�,Ĉ†�k��� =
��

2�0V
�k,k�,

�B̂�k�,Ĉ†�k��� = 0,

assuming a discrete mode index of k, and a quantization
volume V=Sl with S as the mode area and l as a fictitious
total length of the space in one dimension.

We consider only the v=0 case, since our expressions are
accurate up to first order in v /c. In the quantum description,
the linear relation for the output modes is

A�k� = tC�k� + rB�k� + ��E ,

FIG. 6. Reflection and transmission of a moving scatterer. B and
C are the input field modes, and A is the output field mode. A
further output field mode �“D”� is not drawn because it is not rel-
evant to our discussion in Appendix A.
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D�k� = rC�k� + tB�k� + ��E ,

where the transmission t=1 /M22=1 / �1− i��, and reflection
r=M12 /M22= i� / �1− i��, as above. The fictitious amplitude E
represents the quantum noise fed into the system by the ab-
sorption. For �=1− ��r�2+ �t�2�, this noise ensures that the out-
put modes obey the same commutation relations as the input
ones, namely,

�Â�k�,Â†�k��� = �D̂�k�,D̂†�k��� =
��

2�0V
�k,k�,

�Â�k�,D̂†�k��� = 0.

However, the linear dependence implies that commutators
between input and output mode operators are

�Â�k�,B̂†�k��� = r�B̂�k�,B̂†�k��� ,

�Â�k�,Ĉ†�k��� = t�Ĉ�k�,Ĉ†�k��� ,

and similar relations hold for the cross commutators with
D�k�.

The proper treatment of quantum fluctuations and the
derivation of correlation functions require that the explicit
time dependence be considered. Let us introduce the time-
varying operators

â�t� = �
k

Â�k�e−i�t,

and similarly for b̂�t�, ĉ�t�, and d̂�t�. It follows that

�â�t�, â†�t��� =
��

2�0V
�

k

e−i��t−t�� �
��

2�0cS
��t − t�� .

Here we used the fact that the nonexcited vacuum modes
also contribute to force fluctuations. Therefore the Fourier-
type summation extends to a broad frequency range and
yields a ��t− t�� on the much slower time scale of interest. A

similar commutation relation applies to the operators b̂�t�,
ĉ�t�, and d̂�t�. The cross commutators can be derived directly
from those concerning the modes, e.g.,

�â�t�, b̂†�t��� = r
��

2�0cS
��t − t�� .

The force operator is

F̂ = S�T̂xx�x → 0+� − T̂xx�x → 0−�� , �B1�

as before, where

T̂xx�x → 0� =
− 2�0�â†�t�â�t� + b̂†�t�b̂�t�� , x → 0−

− 2�0�ĉ†�t�ĉ�t� + d̂†�t�d̂�t�� , x → 0+�
is the quantized stress tensor. Assuming that the field is in a
coherent state, in all normally ordered products, the mode
amplitude operators can be replaced by the corresponding

coherent-state amplitudes, which are c numbers: e.g., Â�k�
→A�k� and Â†�k�→A��k�. The force operator in Eq. �B1� is

normally ordered in this way. Therefore coherent-state fields
render, as a mean value of the quantum expressions, force
equation �9� derived from the classical theory based on defi-
nition �8�. Nontrivial quantum effects arise from non-
normally ordered products, such as the fourth-order product
terms of the second-order correlation function of force equa-
tion �10�. These terms can be evaluated straightforwardly by
invoking the above derived commutators to rearrange the
product into normal order. As an example, consider

�â†�t�â�t�â†�t��â�t��� = �â†�t�â†�t��â�t�â�t���

− �â†�t�â�t���
��

2�0cS
��t − t�� .

For radiation fields in coherent state, the first term is can-
celed from the correlation function by the �â†�t�â�t���2 term.
The coefficient of ��t− t�� in the second term is in normal
order and can be replaced by c numbers and then calculated
identically as the force in Sec. II E,

�â†�t�â�t�� � �� A�k��2 =
��

2�0cS
�A�2,

in terms of the photocurrent intensity �A�2.
Assembling all similar contributions, originating from the

nonvanishing commutators �b ,b†�, �c ,c†�, �d ,d†�, �a ,b†�,
etc., one obtains Eq. �11�, presented in Sec. II D.

APPENDIX C: MIRROR COOLING VIA THE RADIATION-
PRESSURE COUPLING HAMILTONIAN

We describe a generic optomechanical system composed
of a single damped-driven field mode coupled to the motion
of a massive particle, whose Hamiltonian is given by �33,34�

Ĥ = ��câ
†â + i���â†e−i�t − âei�t� +

p̂2

2m
+ V�x̂� + �Gâ†âx̂ ,

where â and â† are the annihilation and creation operators of
the mode, and x̂ and p̂ are the position and momentum op-
erators associated with the motion, and we drop the carets to
signify expectation values. The mode is driven by a coherent
field with an effective amplitude � and frequency �. This
Hamiltonian describes, for example, the radiation-pressure
coupling of a moving mirror to the field in a Fabry-Perot
resonator. In this case the coupling constant is G=�c /L, ren-
dering the cavity mode frequency detuning �cx /L provided
the mirror is shifted by an amount x. Since the cavity mode is
lossy with a photon escape rate of 2�, the total system is
dissipative. Thereby, with a proper setting of the parameters,
in particular the cavity detuning �C=�−�C, the mirror mo-
tion can be cooled. We will determine the corresponding fric-
tion force linear in velocity.

In a frame rotating at frequency �, the Heisenberg equa-
tion of motion for the field mode amplitude reads

ȧ̂ = �i��C − Gx̂� − ��â + � ,

where the noise term is omitted. We assume that the mirror
moves along the trajectory x�t��x+vt with fixed velocity v
during the short time that is needed for the field mode to
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relax to its steady state. The variation in â arises from the
explicit time dependence and from the motion of the mirror.
A steady-state solution is sought in the form of â� â�0��x�
+vâ�1��x�. On replacing this expansion into the above equa-
tion, and using the hydrodynamic derivative d

dt →
�
�t +v �

�x ,
one obtains a hierarchy of equations of different orders of the
velocity v. To zeroth order the adiabatic field is obtained as

a�0� =
�

− i��C − Gx� + �
.

The linear response of a to the mirror motion is then

a�1� =
1

i��C − Gx� − �

�

�x
a�0� =

i�G

�− i��C − Gx� + ��3 .

The force acting on the mirror derives from the defining
equation ṗ̂= i

� �Ĥ , p̂�=−�Gâ†â. The force linear in velocity is

F1 = − 2v�G Re�a�0��a�1�� = 4v
��2G2��C

��C
2 + �2�3 ,

where we used x=0 without loss of generality. It can be seen
that mirror cooling requires that �C�0, i.e., the cavity reso-
nance frequency is above the pump frequency. In this case,
for efficient excitation of the field in the resonator, the fre-
quency of the pump photons is up-shifted at the expense of
the mirror’s kinetic energy. This cooling force has been de-
rived in Sec. V, as a limiting case of the more general scat-
tering theory. To check the perfect agreement between the
two results, the quantity corresponding to � can be deduced
from the total field energy in the resonator for an immobile
mirror, which is ��Câ�0�†â�0� here.
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